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"Mexico, Land of Contrasts." T he hoary cliche has been end

lessly repeated in Spanish language textbooks, ridiculed by 
generations of American high school students, and repeatedly 
resurrected by travel writers and the Mexican Ministry of 

Tourism. So it was with nostalgia mixed with amusement that 
I read the first sentence of the jacket copy for The Taste of 

Mexico: "Mexico is a land of contrasts." My initial impression 
was confirmed when I discovered, still on the jacket copy, that 
Patricia Quintana, the cooking teacher responsible for the 
recipes in this volume, "is promoting the cooking of Mexico 
worldwide for the Mexican Ministry of Tourism." Still, cliches 
endure despite derision if they are true, and we ought to accept 
this one as a morsel of sagacity, if not true wisdom. 

Proof of the platitude comes now in the form of these three 
contrasting new books on the cooking of Mexico, land of con
trasts. The Taste of Mexico is a book of gorgeously reproduced 
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really part of a larger, coordinated package of ideas, techniques, 

and tastes this young couple have brought back from their ten 
years of exploration in Mexico. As many readers will know, they 
also have opened a wildly successful restaurant, Frontera Grill, 

in Chicago -one that I may even visit once sanity returns and 

either they institute a reservation policy or the ridiculous post

review crowds thin out. (I can cook almost any recipe in their 
book in the amount of time it takes to get a table there on a 

week night.) They have also starred in a public television series, 

"Cooking Mexican;' that I suppose should earn them the sobri
quet "The Frontera Gourmets." 

The Baylesses deserve the fame and fortune that will come 
from their contributions to our understanding and enjoyment 

of the thriving contrasting heritage of Mexican cooking. The 
current popularity of their restaurant suggests that the opportu

nity is at hand for many more restaurateurs to establish classical 

Mexican restaurants of high quality in North America. The 

talent is undoubtedly already here in the millions of Mexican
Americans now making contributions to other areas of our na
tional life; if they can recognize the demand, an important part 

of their culture could flourish in the more favorable economic 

climate of our cities. 
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